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May 24, 2022, we hosted our Capital Market Day (CMD) in Berlin. At the Schaltwerk site, management
explained the dynamics of the energy transition and how we intend to leverage our strengths in the new
company set up to become the most valued integrated energy technology company. While some
investors and analysts were there in person, more than 1,000 participants followed the event via the
Internet. The recording of the CMD is available here. The agenda and presentations can be found here.
The day before the actual CMD, analysts and
investors had the opportunity to visit the Siemens
Energy gas turbine plant at Huttenstrasse in Berlin to
get insights into the production and servicing of gas
turbines, the future production of electrolyzers and
our additive manufacturing capabilities.
Afterwards our visitors had the opportunity to get to
know management personally during a dinner event
at the Wasserwerk.
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At the CMD, management presented its goal to build an integrated energy technology company with a
clear focus on ESG which supports customers as they make their transition toward greater sustainability, while
delivering reliable returns for investors. ESG is a business opportunity for Siemens Energy:

In order to be able to do this, Siemens Energy will rely on three main pillars: low-emission or zero-emission
power generation, transport and storage of electricity, and reducing the CO2 footprint and energy
consumption in industrial processes.

1 Wind market based on BloombergNEF, 2H 2021 Global Wind Market Outlook; excl. China; gas turbine, transmission and industrial market based on
internal market assessment | 2 Power generation applications in H1 FY22

A new aspect will be the greater transparency in our corporate structure: starting in fiscal year 2023, the
former Divisions will be repositioned as Business Areas, whose key financial figures will be reported quarterly.
This will increase transparency for the capital market significantly.

1 Order backlog as end of March FY22 | 2 Adj. EBITA before SI LTM vs. 12 month before spin | 3 FCF before tax cumulative since spin-off (April 1, 2020)
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In addition, a new organizational structure will significantly reduce complexity, create flatter hierarchies,
shorten decision-making processes, and strengthen individual employees’ sense of personal
responsibility. Hierarchies will be reduced substantially within Siemens Energy. The leaner structures are
designed to significantly speed up decision-making
processes. A total of ~30% of the previous
management positions will be eliminated.
Areas that have involved as many as eleven levels
of hierarchy up until now will have no more than
six. There are no layoffs planned as a result of the
new organizational structure. The aim of these steps
is to bring the business closer to the customer, to
reinforce individual units’ own sense of responsibility,
and to eliminate complex approval processes.
The graphic on the right shows the new reporting
structure and divides the Gas and Power
business segment into three Business Areas in
the future.
Gas Services, Grid Technologies,
Transformation of Industry and SGRE. In addition,
four Independently Managed Businesses will be
reported separately within Transformation of Industry.

1 Transformation of Industry reflecting total of four Independently Managed
Businesses (operating segments)

1 Based on external revenues | 2 Sustainable Energy Systems | 3 Electrification, Automation, Digitalization | 4 Industrial Steam Turbines & Generators
| 5 Compression

New Business Areas
In the future reporting structure, revenue and earnings viewed retrospectively for fiscal year 2021 (rounded, and
on a pro-forma basis) would look as follows:
Gas Services, with approximate revenues of €9bn and adjusted EBITA before special items of 7% will
comprise all business operations relating to gas turbines and large steam turbines, including the
associated servicing business.

1 In Power Generation applications for 1H FY22 | 2 FY21 pro-forma restated figures reflecting new reporting structure, partially approximated. The pro-forma
revenue and order backlog numbers are rounded to the nearest 50 million and the profitability number to the nearest half percentage point.
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Grid Technologies, covering the former Transmission business and all future operations relating to energy
storage, would have had revenue of €5.8bn and an adjusted EBITA before special items of 6.5%.

1 Market position related to addressed market according to SE internal assessment for FY21, based on order intake in € | 2 Switching products #1 in the market,
Transformer and components #2 in the market | 3 FY21 pro-forma restated figures reflecting new reporting structure, partially approximated. The pro-forma revenue
and order backlog numbers are rounded to the nearest 50 million and the profitability number to the nearest half percentage point.

Transformation of Industry focuses mainly on reducing energy consumption and CO2 emissions in
industrial processes, will include four business operations:
1) Sustainable Energy Systems (including hydrogen, electrolyzers, Power-to-X, photovoltaics);
2) Electrification, Automation, Digitalization (EAD, formerly under Industrial Applications);
3) Industrial Steam Turbines & Generators (IST, including industrial steam turbines up to 250MW and their
servicing, as well as industrial generators); and
4) Compression (CP, turbo and reciprocating compressors and their servicing; formerly a part of Industrial
Applications).
As a single organizational unit, these business operations would have had revenue of €3.9bn in fiscal year
2021. The adjusted EBITA margin before special items would have been -2.5%. This additional transparency
is intended to provide the capital market with a way of assessing the development of these businesses better in
the future.
At Transformation of Industry, there are four complementary businesses addressing industrial needs:

1 In respective solution scope in core verticals.
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The targets of the new business areas for fiscal year 2025 clearly support the original Gas and Power
margin target of ≥8% (as reported):

1 With the Q2 earnings release (May 11, 2022), Siemens Energy maintained the guidance range for the GP segment in fiscal year 2022. However, in light or
prevailing challenges Siemens Energy expects results in GP towards the low end of the range.

Integration of SGRE reinforces position as leading
integrated energy technology company
Another key next step in the transformation to a leading energy technology company with a clear focus on
sustainability is the integration of Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy (SGRE).

Siemens Energy recently announced it would acquire the remaining 33% that is still in free float. The aim
is to delist SGRE and fully integrate it. The transaction is expected to close during the second half of the
year 2022. That will allow SGRE to actively address the current challenges that several profit warnings have
induced. By integrating SGRE, Siemens Energy will strengthen its position, creating a holistic, go-to-market
approach further enhancing customer focus.

The wind power market is one of the fields
that currently has the most attractive growth
potential. Siemens Energy is also excellently
positioned beyond renewables because the
energy transition is taking place at different
speeds around the world, and that requires
different solutions. As an integrated energy
technology company, Siemens Energy is
positioned to meet all of its customers’
needs across the entire value chain.
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1 BloombergNEF, 2H 2021 Global Wind Market Outlook; excl. China
| 2 BloombergNEF, Wind Cumulative Installed Capacity and Forecast by Country
(2022)
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Financial Calendar
Jun 10, 2022

J.P. Morgan European Capital
Goods Conference

Aug 8, 2022

Q3 FY2022

Nov 16, 2022

Q4 2022

Contact Investor Relations
+49 89 207084040
investorrelations@siemens-energy.com
www.siemens-energy.com/investorrelations
Siemens Energy AG
Otto-Hahn-Ring 6
81739 Munich, Germany

Information and Forward-Looking Statements
This document contains statements related to our future business
and financial performance, and future events or developments
involving Siemens Energy that may constitute forward-looking
statements. These statements may be identified by words such as
“expect,” “look forward to,” “anticipate” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,”
“seek,” “estimate,” “will,” “project,” or words of similar meaning. We
may also make forward-looking statements in other reports,
prospectuses, in presentations, in material delivered to
shareholders, and in press releases. In addition, our representatives
may from time to time make oral forward-looking statements. Such
statements are based on the current expectations and certain
assumptions of Siemens Energy’s management, of which many are
beyond Siemens Energy’s control. These are subject to a number of
risks, uncertainties, and other factors, including, but not limited to,
those described in disclosures, in particular in the chapter “Report
on expected developments and associated material opportunities
and risks” in the Annual Report. Should one or more of these risks
or uncertainties materialize, should acts of force majeure, such as
pandemics, occur, or should underlying expectations including
future events occur at a later date or not at all, or should
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assumptions prove incorrect, Siemens Energy’s actual results,
performance, or achievements may (negatively or positively) vary
materially from those described explicitly or implicitly in the relevant
forward-looking statement. Siemens Energy neither intends, nor
assumes any obligation, to update or revise these forward-looking
statements in light of developments which differ from those
anticipated. This document includes supplemental financial
measures – that are not clearly defined in the applicable financial
reporting framework – and that are or may be alternative
performance measures (non-GAAP-measures). These
supplemental financial measures should not be viewed in isolation
or as alternatives to measures of Siemens Energy’s net assets and
financial position or results of operations as presented in
accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework in its
consolidated financial statements. Other companies that report or
describe similarly titled alternative performance measures may
calculate them differently. Due to rounding, numbers presented
throughout this and other documents may not add up precisely to
the totals provided and percentages may not precisely reflect the
absolute figures."
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